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ABSTRACT

Container isolation is implemented through OS-level virtualization, such as Linux namespaces. Unfortunately, these mechanisms are extremely challenging to implement correctly and, in practice, suffer from functional interference bugs, which compromise container security. In particular, functional interference bugs allow an attacker to extract information from another container running on the same machine or impact its integrity by modifying kernel resources that are incorrectly isolated. Despite their impact, functional interference bugs in OS-level virtualization have received limited attention in part due to the challenges in detecting them. Instead of causing memory errors or crashes, many functional interference bugs involve hard-to-catch logic errors that silently produce semantically incorrect results.

This paper proposes Kit, a dynamic testing framework that discovers functional interference bugs in OS-virtualization mechanisms, such as Linux namespaces. The key idea of Kit is to detect inter-container functional interference by comparing the system call traces of a container across two executions, where it runs with and without the preceding execution of another container. To achieve high efficiency and accuracy, Kit includes two critical components: an efficient algorithm to generate test cases that exercise inter-container data flows and a system call trace analysis framework that detects functional interference bugs and clusters bug reports. Kit discovered 9 functional interference bugs in Linux kernel 5.13, of which 6 have been confirmed. All bugs are caused by logic errors, showing that this approach is able to detect hard-to-catch semantic bugs.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Virtualization and security: • Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Kernel resource isolation is vital for reliable and secure container isolation. In particular, correct kernel resource isolation must prevent functional interference across containers running on the same machine. In practice, Linux containers are implemented using kernel namespaces, which prevent a container from accessing (i.e., reading or modifying) resources from other containers, except through authorized means (e.g., valid communication channels). Since functional interference bugs compromise the integrity and confidentiality of containers, they are a major security concern.

Incorrect or insufficient kernel resource isolation can seriously impact container security, especially in multi-tenant environments. In fact, cloud providers are often hesitant to use containers in multi-tenant situations for security reasons [79]. For instance, incorrect isolation might let attackers learn the credentials of another container running on the same machine, which could further lead to cascading attacks on other network-accessible systems [33]. Furthermore, applications critically make assumptions about the services provided by the kernel. Hence, even when incorrect isolation only allows attackers limited resource control, it can enable the exploitation of application bugs that further aggravate the attack impact.

Unfortunately, implementing resource isolation is particularly challenging for kernel developers. This challenge arises from the myriad of kernel resources available (e.g., sockets, files, and timers), which are accessible through the notoriously extensive system call interface [47], and the huge kernel code base. Implementing kernel resource isolation requires adding logical checks, often deep inside the kernel and on each resource access instance, to verify whether the container is allowed to access a resource. This challenge compounds with the complexity of more traditional kernel mechanisms, such as processes, users, and groups. Crucially, a single missed or incorrect check can compromise container security. Thus, it is not surprising that many functional interference bugs have been recently discovered in Linux namespaces, leading to cross-container information leakage [15, 19], denial of service [13, 16, 17], and privilege escalation attacks [14, 21].

Unlike more traditional kernel bugs, such as crashes, functional interference bugs are particularly challenging to detect automatically. In fact, functional interference bugs are often caused by hard-to-catch logic errors [14, 15, 17, 19, 21] that do not cause immediate failures, such as missing results or producing error/warning messages. Thus, traditional kernel fuzzing tools, such as Syzkaller [41], which mainly target bugs involving memory errors [42, 55] (e.g.,
out-of-bound, data race) or obvious failures, cannot comprehensively detect functional interference bugs. Furthermore, while some work [33, 79, 82] has been proposed to address this class of bugs, it is limited to a narrow subset of functional interference bugs.

This paper presents Kit, a dynamic testing framework to systematically test OS-level virtualization mechanisms for functional interference bugs. Kit uses functional interference testing, a general and principled approach to effectively detect logical errors that compromise container isolation. Functional interference testing conservatively checks whether the kernel enforces strict functional non-interference [36], a strong isolation property, on protected kernel resources.

Kit systematically generates test cases that aim to maximize interference between two programs running in different containers, by issuing carefully crafted system calls and detecting interference across containers. These programs play the roles of a sender and receiver. Kit detects interference by executing the receiver program twice — once with and once without the execution of the sender program — and compares the receiver’s system call results across both executions to detect divergence (Figure 1).

Crucially, Kit has to address two major challenges to be efficient and practical. First, Kit needs to generate test cases that are likely to trigger functional interference bugs. Considering the large and complex kernel interface, and therefore huge search space in terms of test case generation, this is critical to find bugs efficiently. Second, comparing system call results is non-trivial and must be done without generating false positives that could hinder the frameworks’ real-world usability. This requires effectively addressing legitimate communication, which allows some functional interference to provide special functionalities [49]. Furthermore, it requires addressing apparent interference resulting, for instance, from non-determinism, where system call results diverge for extraneous reasons.

Kit addresses the test space size challenge by leveraging the observation that existing functional interference bugs involve a data flow from one container to another over shared kernel variables. Thus, Kit generates effective test case candidates by first analyzing the possible OS-level virtualization-related data flows between two test programs. Specifically, Kit first analyzes the kernel memory accesses of each test program and then generates test cases, composed of two matching test programs that access the same kernel shared variable during profiling. To further increase scalability, Kit clusters test cases that share similar execution behavior and chooses representative test cases from each cluster.

Kit detects functional interference using a partial kernel specification and a deterministic analysis on the system call results. In particular, Kit relies on a partial specification that is incrementally refined by users to simplify result diagnosis. The Kit workflow also uses this specification to further improve test generation. Furthermore, when system call output divergence is detected, Kit re-runs the receiver programs to identify and analyze the deterministic outcome. To avoid redundant test reports and simplify bug diagnosis, Kit automatically identifies the sender and receiver system call pair that is responsible for the functional interference bug, then aggregates test reports based on the culprit system call pair.

---

1Kernel isolation tester

---

We evaluated Kit by testing the namespace subsystem of the stable Linux kernel 5.13. In total, we found 9 functional interference bugs, of which 7 bugs pose risks of container information leaks and denial of service. Of the bugs we reported, 3 bugs have already been fixed with 2 patches integrated upstream. Our results show that Kit is effective at discovering general functional interference bugs, which are particularly evasive and not the target of existing testing frameworks. Additionally, when using Kit to detect 7 documented severe semantic functional interference bugs in old Linux kernels, Kit detects 5 of them, showing its effectiveness in detecting hard-to-find, exploitable functional interference bugs.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- A general and principled dynamic testing technique to discover functional interference bug in OS-level virtualization, which (1) leverages profiling-based kernel data flow analysis to generate test cases that encourage inter-container kernel data flow and (2) detects functional interference bug through a novel test case execution and system call trace analysis approach.
- An approach to prevent false positives, which filters (1) irrelevant system call results based on an input specification and (2) non-deterministic system call results through test re-execution.
- A clustering technique to avoid redundant test reports by aggregating them based on the culprit sender and receiver system call pairs involved.
- The implementation of Kit, a practical dynamic testing framework for the Linux namespace subsystem, which is available at https://github.com/rssys/kit.
- An evaluation of Kit, which found 9 functional interference bugs in the Linux namespace subsystem, of which 3 have been fixed upstream.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Containers are widely used in data centers for portable and scalable application deployment. Containers are particularly appealing to developers because they provide efficient isolation, allowing safe
resource sharing across applications, high resource utilization, and fast performance. Under the hood, containers require a runtime, such as Docker [57] and LXC [56], and an OS-level virtualization mechanism. While the runtime is responsible for implementing a consistent and convenient execution environment across machines, the OS-level virtualization mechanism is responsible for isolating containers. In Linux, container isolation is implemented using kernel namespaces [45].

2.1 Linux Namespaces

Linux namespaces isolate kernel resources per container, such as files and process IDs, allowing containers to have an independent view of the kernel resources. Linux namespaces are designed to be flexible, so they provide applications with some control over which resources are isolated. In particular, there are eight namespaces types, as shown in Table 1, each of which only protects a specific kernel resource type. This allows different container runtimes to choose a specific combination of resources to isolate, according to their requirements.

To isolate a kernel resource type, a process creates and joins a namespace instance with the unshare system call, where the process can specify namespace types with flags (e.g., use CLONE_NEWNET to specify net namespace). A namespace instance can be assigned to a process or a group of processes. The kernel then ensures that processes in the same namespace group share the same resource view, while external processes cannot access it. For each namespace type, the process is always associated with one namespace instance and can (restrictively) switch between different namespace instances via the setsns system call. On creation, the new process can join namespace instances of different namespace types if the parent specifies the corresponding namespace flags in the clone system call or by inheriting the namespace(s) from the parent.

Namespace bugs. Linux provides many system calls for processes to interact with a wide range of kernel resources, which makes kernel resource isolation particularly challenging to implement. Because resource isolation is a cross-cutting kernel function, many kernel services need to be correctly implemented to ensure effective kernel resource isolation. Hence, to protect such a large interface, developers need to consider every system call that directly or indirectly accessed protected kernel resources. This makes kernel development challenging and error-prone, especially implementation system calls with complex semantics, such as those that use different kernel resource types. For instance, PID namespace is heavily used to create an isolated process ID space for processes within the PID namespace instance. However, a bug [59] found in Linux v4.17 enabled a process running in one PID namespace instance to access (using an IPC statistic system call) PIDs of processes in another PID namespace instance. The root cause of this bug was that developers neglected the need to add PID namespace isolation to the system call of a seemingly unrelated kernel subsystem, the IPC stack.

2.2 Testing Kernel Resource Isolation

Although several OS testing approaches have been proposed, current approaches do not target general functional interference bugs. In particular, traditional testing approaches that aim to detect memory errors or obvious failures are not effective and efficient at finding functional interference bugs [14, 15, 17, 19, 21].

One prior work [33] aims at finding OS-level virtualization bugs that lead to information leakage. It detects information leakage by comparing the same file in procfs and sysfs from the host and container. However, it cannot discover information leakage bugs in other kernel interfaces, and only focuses on a tiny subset of the resources protected by namespaces in Linux. Moreover, it does not explore different kernel states. This prevents discovering information leakage bugs that are only triggered in rare kernel states.

Recent work proposes a static approach [79] to discover kernel abstract resources that are vulnerable to container-based denial-of-service attacks. However, static analysis struggles to be sound in large and complex systems, especially when the target system extensively uses pointers, which is the kernel case. Furthermore, this approach is specifically designed to find resource-exhaustion bugs, and it is unclear how to extend it to discover other and more serious types of bugs, such as information leakage bugs. Compared with prior work, Krt proposes a general approach to find general OS-level virtualization bugs of different types.

Case study: ptype information leak. Figure 2 shows a bug found by Krt in the net namespace. In Linux, the packet_type data structure is used to forward packets received by certain network devices to upper networking layers. A packet_type is registered by several network protocols and by the packet socket, which intercepts raw packets from network devices and is often used to implement user-space network stacks. The kernel maintains the registered packet_type data structures of all net namespace instances in global lists. The contents of packet_type structures can be fetched through the Linux procfs file /proc/net/ptype. This file, as well as the entire /proc/net directory, should be isolated by the net namespaces as stated in the net namespace documentation [46]. However, Krt discovered that /proc/net/ptype enables a container to read the dump of the structures packet_type that are registered by packet sockets in other net namespaces. This leaks not only the packet_type contents but also its liveness.
This bug cannot be found by prior approaches. Triggering this bug requires executing certain system calls, such as those used to create a packet socket, that are not supported by the prior dynamic testing [33] or resource exhaustion detection [79] approaches.

### 2.3 Functional Interference Detection

Our goal is to find kernel isolation bugs that allow information leaks and integrity attacks—the most serious container bugs. Simply detecting memory errors or obvious kernel failures (e.g., crashes) may detect some of these bugs, but it would leave out the most evasive container bugs—i.e., those that occur because of missing or incorrect logical checks.

Hence, this work explores the idea of using functional interference as a detector for container bugs. Instead of looking for internal errors during kernel execution, this approach aims to detect evidence that the kernel produced the wrong output. Besides detecting logical errors, this approach has the benefit of simplifying result analysis; it allows developers to reason about the kernel implementation semantic and compare it against the specification (i.e., documentation). However, using functional interference detection as the basis for an effective kernel testing tool involves several challenges.

**Challenges.** Systematically discovering functional interference bugs is challenging for two reasons. First, efficiently triggering functional interference—i.e., catching the kernel red-handed—is difficult because it requires two system call sequences, where one can affect the other when running in two containers. Given the huge and complex kernel interface, such test cases are particularly inefficient to generate through brute-force approaches. Compared with traditional kernel testing approaches (e.g., traditional kernel fuzzers) where only one system call sequence serves as the test case, the search space functional interference testing is quadratic. Second, effectively detecting functional interference bugs is challenging because of false positives and non-determinism. Linux namespaces protect many kernel resources, but not all. Thus, functional interference detected on unprotected kernel resources are not bugs and such results should be filtered out to make result analysis practical.

### 3 PRACTICAL FUNCTIONAL INTERFERENCE TESTING

This section proposes functional interference testing, a method that uses functional interference as a strategy for finding container bugs. It addresses two challenges: efficient test case generation and effective functional interference detection.

#### 3.1 Efficient Test Case Generation

Kit’s test case generation relies on the key observation that the root cause of functional interference is inter-container communication over the shared kernel memory resources. In other words, a container (sender) can only interfere with another if it modifies a kernel shared memory resource that is used to process a request by a process of another container (receiver). For example, in the ptype information leakage bug discussed in §2.2, the culprit inter-container kernel data flow is that: (1) one process creates a packet socket in its net namespace, which causes the packet_type shared in the kernel to be updated and (2) one process in another net namespace reads the file /proc/net/ptype, causing the kernel to read the shared packet_type list. Thus, effective test cases that trigger functional interference must trigger some form of inter-container communication.

#### 3.2 Effective Functional Interference Bug Detection

Functional interference testing detects the functional interference from a sender program to a receiver program. This is achieved by analyzing the execution trace of the receiver program when it executes with and without a preceding execution of the sender program. In particular, functional interference testing analyzes the system call traces of the receiver program between two executions. Intuitively, if the preceding execution of the sender program causes functional interference on the receiver program, the receiver will have a different system call trace if it runs without the sender program.

Detecting bugs that trigger functional interference requires a strategy to mitigate false positives caused by two factors. First, functional interference occurs on resources not protected by namespaces (§2.3). Hence, functional interference testing uses an interactive strategy where the user incrementally provides a partial specification for the framework to aggregate and filter system calls that access resources not protected. Furthermore, it uses this information to inform test case generation. Second, some system call trace divergences across executions are caused by non-determinism. To address non-determinism and avoid false positives, functional interference testing uses a systematic execution environment that executes tests from a stable machine state and reruns the receiver program multiple times to identify and ignore non-deterministic system call results.

### 4 KIT DESIGN

Kit uses a pipelined architecture (Figure 3) with four stages to test kernels for functional interference bugs. First, Kit generates test cases, which consist of pairs of system call sequences designed to trigger functional interference bugs across containers. Inspired by Snowboard [37], Kit implements a profile-based data flow analysis and a clustering strategy to generate and distill effective test cases. Second, Kit executes the test cases in properly configured containers to exercise the kernel namespace implementation and trace the system call results. Third, Kit performs a systematic analysis on

### Table 1: Linux namespaces types. Different namespaces protect different classes of kernel resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Namespace type</th>
<th>Kernel resource isolated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Process ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount</td>
<td>Mount point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTS</td>
<td>Hostname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>System V IPC; POSIX message queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td>Network stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>UID; GID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cgroups</td>
<td>Cgroups root directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>System time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kit's test case generation relies on the key observation that the root cause of functional interference is inter-container communication over the shared kernel memory resources. In other words, a container (sender) can only interfere with another if it modifies a kernel shared memory resource that is used to process a request by a process of another container (receiver). For example, in the ptype information leakage bug discussed in §2.2, the culprit inter-container kernel data flow is that: (1) one process creates a packet socket in its net namespace, which causes the packet_type shared in the kernel to be updated and (2) one process in another net namespace reads the file /proc/net/ptype, causing the kernel to read the shared packet_type list. Thus, effective test cases that trigger functional interference must trigger some form of inter-container communication.
the system call trace results to help developers accurately identify functional interference bugs. Finally, Kit aggregates test reports caused by the same or similar functional interference instances so that users can investigate unique functional interference cases efficiently.

4.1 Test Case Generation

Kit takes a set of kernel test programs—sequences of system calls—as input, which can be generated by external tools such as fuzzers. Then Kit generates test cases to trigger functional interference. Each test case conceptually consists of a sender and a receiver program, which execute in different containers. Intuitively, the sender aims to modify kernel resources that are supposed to be isolated and the receiver aims to detect modifications to those kernel resources.

Finding the right pair of sender and receiver programs that modify and fetch the same namespace-protected kernel resources is crucial for triggering functional interference bugs. However, this is challenging due to the complex kernel interface and quadratic test space (i.e., a pair of programs as opposed to a single program). Kit uses two techniques to improve search effectiveness and efficiency. First, Kit finds test program pairs that are likely to have kernel inter-container data flows, which are necessary for functional interference to happen. It uses a dynamic data flow analysis that profiles the memory accesses triggered by each test program and then finds pairs of programs that trigger write and read accesses to the same memory location. Second, Kit prioritizes test cases that trigger unique kernel behaviors as testing similar behaviors is less rewarding than testing unique ones. Kit uses several heuristics to cluster test cases that may trigger the same kernel behavior, and only executes one test case from each cluster to improve efficiency.

4.1.1 Find Inter-container Communication. To find inter-container data flows that can be triggered by each pair of sender and receiver programs, Kit profiles and analyzes the kernel memory accesses triggered by each test program. If it finds that two test programs separately trigger a write and read memory access to a shared memory region, then it deems that the two programs may have an inter-container data flow.

The kernel behavior, such as the memory access pattern triggered by a test program, largely depends on its execution environment including the container configuration and initial kernel state. Therefore, profiling programs in different and arbitrary execution environments would make it challenging to accurately analyze the test programs. Instead, inspired by other works [29, 37], Kit always uses the same execution environment when profiling each test program. Specifically, it boots the target kernel in a VM and creates two user-level processes. Kit configures the two processes to run in two different namespaces (i.e., containers) and then creates a virtual machine snapshot. This snapshot is always reloaded before Kit profiles a test program.

During the test program execution, Kit relies on kernel instrumentation to collect information about the kernel memory accesses, such as the memory addresses accessed, whether it is a write or read, the address of the instruction that causes the memory access, and the current calling stack. To avoid collecting memory accesses that are irrelevant to the test program (e.g., made by background threads), Kit identifies the kernel thread handling system calls made by the test program and only traces memory accesses made by this kernel thread.

Once Kit profiles the execution of every test program, it analyzes the memory accesses to generate functional interference test cases. A pair of test programs that has potential inter-container data flows is promising, but it will only trigger functional interference if the data flow happens over a namespace-protected resource. Thus, Kit only generates a functional interference test case when the read memory access involved in the data flow is caused by a system call that accesses namespace-protected resources (§4.3.1). This is because if the reader is not a system call that accesses namespace-protected resources, then the reader system call cannot be used to detect namespace functional interference bug. Kit ignores kernel data flows that do not involve namespace-protected resources because exercising them would not be effective at functional interference testing.

4.1.2 Cluster Test Cases. Next, Kit clusters test cases that may trigger similar namespace behavior (e.g., the same functional interference bug) to reduce the testing workload and improve the efficiency of finding functional interference bugs. The main idea is to cluster similar test cases based on the properties of potential inter-container kernel data flows triggered by test cases. If two test cases can cause similar inter-container kernel data flows, they are likely to trigger the same functional interference bugs. Kit provides two heuristics as functional interference similarity criteria for users to choose and they are DF-IA and DF-ST.

DF-IA defines functional interference that involves the same write and read kernel instructions as similar. If two functional interferences are caused by the same kernel instruction pair, then all test cases that trigger the two functional interferences will be clustered together and only one test case will be executed by Kit. DF-ST extends DF-IA in that it also considers the call stacks in which the write and read instructions are executed. DF-ST only considers two functional interferences similar if they (1) involve the same write and read instructions and (2) execute the instructions involved in the same call stack context, which is defined as the sequence of function ID (§5) in the call stack. To avoid cluster explosion, the call stack depth can be limited with a configurable constant.

4.2 Test Case Execution

Kit executes the generated test cases to exercise the potential inter-container data flow and find functional interference. Kit uses the VM snapshot to run each test program in a different container so that it can exercise the inter-container data flows and trace the system call results.

Kit executes every test case twice. As shown in Figure 1, in one execution, it first executes the sender program in the sender container, and then executes the receiver program, during which it collects the system call trace of the receiver. In another execution, Kit skips the sender program execution and only executes the receiver program, in which another system call trace is collected. The system call trace contains the execution results of the system calls, including arguments, return value, and error number. The two system call traces are then used to detect functional interference (§4.3).
Algorithm 1: Compare two system call trace abstract syntax trees.

Input: $T_a$, $T_b$: Two system call trace abstract syntax tree nodes.
Output: $D$: List of different tree nodes.

1. function SCTraceCmp($T_a$, $T_b$)
2.  if $T_a$.det and $T_b$.det then
3.  \[ l_a, l_b \leftarrow \text{Len}(T_a, \text{ch}), \text{Len}(T_b, \text{ch}) \]
4.  if $T_a$.val $\neq$ $T_b$.val or $l_a \neq$ $l_b$ then
5.  \[ D \leftarrow D \cup (T_a, T_b) \]
6.  else
7.  for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $l_a - 1$ do
8.  \[ D \leftarrow D \cup \text{SCTraceCmp}(T_a.ch[i], T_b.ch[i]) \]
9. return $D$

4.3 Functional Interference Bug Detection

Kit compares the system call traces of receiver program when it runs with and without the preceding execution of the sender program. To reduce false positive functional interference, Kit identifies and excludes the system calls results that are non-deterministic or unrelated to namespace-protected resources.

4.3.1 Identify System Call Accessing Protected Resources. Kit analyzes the test program to identify system calls that access namespace-protected resources. The identification algorithm relies on a partial input specification, which is provided by the Kit user.

The specification supports two encoding formats. First, users can write callback checker functions to select system calls by comparing call signatures (e.g., call name). Second, users can specify file descriptor types to select system calls that either use or return them. It is efficient to select system calls that access namespace-protected resources that require specific file descriptors as the system call parameter. For instance, when accessing system V message queues [48], the queue ID is generally a system call parameter (e.g., msgget(id, flag)). Thus, to test system V message queue, one can provide the queue ID file descriptor as a rule to Kit, which will then select all system calls that either use or return the queue ID. In this way, manually collecting all corresponding system calls that access certain kernel resources and writing callback checker functions to select each of them is no longer necessary.

4.3.2 Identify Non-deterministic Results. Some system calls can produce non-deterministic results, which vary across runs. Kit needs to identify such results in the receiver program so that it does wrongly flag such cases as functional interference. Even worse, some system calls have part of their results that are non-deterministic and parts that are deterministic. For instance, the fstat system call produces not only the non-deterministic results, such as timestamps, but also deterministic results, such as the file size. Naively ignoring all results produced by such system calls would prevent Kit from finding important classes of functional interference bugs. Thus, Kit needs a fine-grained trace comparison algorithm that can ignore non-deterministic results during comparison and an automatic approach to identify non-deterministic system call results.

Kit employs a fine-grained system call trace comparison algorithm (Algorithm 1), which compares the abstract syntax trees of two system call traces and reports the tree differences. Comparing AST differences instead of comparing plain system call trace text enables identifying or ignoring fine-grained system call result differences. A similar approach has also been applied to detect fine-grained source code changes between different versions [27]. To compare two traces, the algorithm recursively traverses two ASTs (line 6–8), and reports differences when two tree nodes do not match (line 4–5). Specifically, each node has a det flag, which specifies if the system call results represented by the current node and its sub-tree are deterministic. This flag is set to true by default. During the comparison, if one of the two tree nodes contains a det flag set to false, the difference between the two nodes is ignored and their sub-tree traversal halts (line 2).

Many non-deterministic system call results are caused by timing. For instance, the output of certain system calls (e.g., timestamp in the fstat system call) depend on the system call invocation time and vary across runs. To systematically identify such cases, Kit re-runs the receiver program multiple times with different starting times, so that system call results that are sensitive to timing vary between different executions. Kit then compares all system call trace ASTs, and sets the det flag to false for the nodes that vary between different executions. Kit saves this non-determinism information to disk for each test program to reduce the need to rerun test program in future testing campaigns.

4.4 Test Report Aggregation

An important task for Kit is to aggregate test reports caused by the same type of functional interference such that only the unique ones are examined by users. Kit’s core insight to identify similar test reports is that a specific functional interference case can usually only be triggered and detected by a specific sender and receiver system call. Thus, given a set of test reports, Kit first identifies the pair of system calls responsible for the functional interference in each test report and then aggregates test reports based on the system call pair identified, as they are likely due to the same functional interference.

To find the root-cause sender system calls, Kit uses a differential testing approach — for every system call in the sender program, Kit checks whether skipping this sender call during execution will mask the functional interference. Intuitively, a sender system call is responsible for the functional interference if the functional interference does not manifest anymore without this sender call.
Algorithm 2 Identify system call pairs that trigger functional interference in a given test report.

**Input:** $PS$: Sender program; $PR$: Receiver program; $IR$: Indices of the system calls in $PR$ that are interfered by $PS$.

**Output:** $S$: System call pair list.

1. **function** DIAGNOSTIC($PS$, $PR$, $IR$)
2.   $S ← \phi$
3.   for $i ← \text{CALLLEN}(PS) − 1$ to 0 do
4.       $PS ← \text{REMOVECALL}(PS, i)$
5.       $IR' ← \text{TESTFUNC}i(PS, PR)$
6.       $\Delta IR ← IR − IR'$
7.       if $\Delta IR$ is $\phi$ then continue
8.       $S ← S ∪ (i, \text{Min}(\Delta IR))$
9.       $IR ← IR − \Delta IR$
10. if $IR$ is $\phi$ then break
11. **return** $S$

Once the sender system call is found, Kit continues to find the interfered receiver system calls that produce different results with and without the sender program. Because of the control and data dependency in the receiver program, multiple interfered calls can be found often. For instance, a sender system call might cause a receiver system call to fail to create a file descriptor, which will further affect the file descriptor value of the following receiver system calls. In this case, Kit only considers the first interfered receiver system call as the functional interference can already be detected by running it after the sender program.

Kit implements Algorithm 2 to identify the system call pairs that trigger functional interference in a given report, which works as follows. It takes three arguments as input: a sender test program ($PS$), a receiver test program ($PR$), and the indices of $PR$ system calls interfered by $PS$ during functional interference testing ($IR$). It returns a list $S$ containing pairs of sender and receiver system calls where the sender call is responsible for functional interference on the receiver system call. The algorithm removes each sender system call in inverse order (line 4–5), runs the new test case, and identifies the receiver system calls that are interfered ($IR'$) in the new test case (line 6). As explained above, by comparing $IR$ and $IR'$, the algorithm finds the receiver system calls ($AIR$) interfered by the removed sender system call $i$ (line 7–8). As illustrated previously, the algorithm will only add the sender system call $i$ and the first receiver system call in $AIR$ to $S$. The algorithm will then remove the receiver system call indices in $\Delta IR$ from $IR$ (line 10) since it has found the sender system call that interferes with the calls in $\Delta IR$. If the algorithm has found the culprit sender system call for all interfered receiver system calls in $IR$ (line 11), then it returns $S$ (line 12).

Kit aggregates test reports based on the identified system call pairs that trigger and detect the functional interference. Kit first aggregates test reports by grouping them by the interfered receiver system call (AGG-R). In each AGG-R group, Kit further aggregates test reports by grouping them on the culprit sender system call (AGG-RS) that interferes with this receiver system call. The system call is represented using its name and the file descriptors used by the system call.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of Kit is divided into the memory tracing and the testing components. Kit memory tracing component is implemented with about 200 lines of code in the kernel and 50 lines of code in the compiler. Kit testing component is implemented with about 7400 lines of Go, C/C++, and shell code, excluding the dependent third-party code.

5.1 Test Case Generation

Kernel memory access tracing. Kit profiles kernel memory access using compiler instrumentation. The compiler instrumentation is implemented based on GCC 9.3 and KASAN’s GIMPLE [32] pass. Due to GIMPLE’s limitations, memory accesses made during inline assembly kernel code are not instrumented automatically. Instead, Kit relies on existing annotations to instrument such kernel code. In particular, Kit leverages the hook functions used by KASAN and KCSAN. In addition, Kit implements a system call for user-space programs to control profiling and collect the profiling data.

To avoid tracing memory accesses irrelevant to test case execution, several implementation choices are made. First, some kernel subsystems are not instrumented since they are less relevant to OS-level virtualization implementation (e.g., scheduler, memory management, tracing hooks and debugging modules, etc). Second, during run-time, most memory accesses made during interrupt context (i.e., nmi, hardirq, and softirq) are ignored with the help of the kernel’s in_task() check function, since they do not usually result from the test program’s system call and often lead to non-deterministic traces. Lastly, memory accesses to the kernel stack are ignored since the stack is not shared by containers.

Kit also instruments before and after each kernel function call-site. During runtime, the instrumentation produces an execution trace in chronological order. The trace contains entries of three types: function entry, function exit, and memory access, so that Kit can analyze the current call stack for every memory access entry. The function enter-entry also contains a unique function ID, which is assigned to each kernel function during compiler instrumentation. To recover the call stack for each memory access, when processing the traces, Kit maintains a simulated call stack. Kit pushes the function ID into the simulated call stack when it sees the function call enter-entry and pops the simulated call stack when it sees the function call exit-entry. In this way, the call stack of each kernel memory access trace can be obtained by referring to the simulated call stack. Note that this approach assumes that kernel function calls eventually return. Thus, Kit does not instrument functions that do not return exactly once (e.g., functions with GCC noreturn attribute).

Test cases generation and clustering. Similar to Snowboard, Kit uses a multi-dimensional map to process the kernel memory accesses made by test programs. The keys of the map include width, read/write flag, memory address, instruction address, and call stack hash. The value of the map is a list of test programs. To generate the map, Kit processes the kernel memory access trace sequence for each test program and updates the map accordingly. For each kernel memory access trace, the call stack hash is generated with the SHA-1 value of the function ID sequence of the simulated call stack. To generate and cluster test cases, Kit iterates over kernel
memory regions in the map, finds the overlapped kernel memory regions, pairs the test programs to generate test cases, and clusters them based on the specified keys.

5.2 Test Case Execution

**Virtual machine.** Krt uses QEMU-KVM for test program profiling and test case execution. A test manager on the host interacts with QEMU using the QMP protocol [5] to create and reload a VM snapshot. To avoid introducing non-determinism into the guest OS network stack, which might affect test case execution results, the host test manager communicates with the guest machine through virtio-serial.

**Test case executor.** The Krt test case executor is implemented based on the Syzkaller executor, which interprets the Syzkaller test program and issues system calls. During VM snapshot creation, Krt first spawns two Syzkaller executors, which set up their containers and block on waiting for test input. After that, Krt takes the VM snapshot. Before executing each test case, Krt resumes from the VM snapshot, and then feeds the test case to the two executors, which then synchronize with each other to execute the sender and receiver test programs in order (i.e., run the sender program first, then run the receiver program).

**Container setting.** Krt sets up containers to avoid reproducing documented functional interference over protected resources so that it can focus on finding new ones. Hence, Krt tunes a few container settings, which are determined by referring to the documentation or existing container settings. For instance, Krt uses ulimit to prevent resource contention on message queues (a resource protected by IPC namespaces) across namespaces, which could cause false positive reports.

**System call result decoding library.** Krt decodes the system call results to text with a system call decoding library, which we customize from strace [9]. In particular, we customize the strace’s internal functions umovestr, which are used to copy data from the ptrace trace address space, by changing them to directly copy data from the current process’s address space.

**Distributed testing.** Krt can run distributed tests, so it operates in either client or server mode. When running in server mode, Krt exposes several RPC services to clients to distribute testing VM snapshots, transfer test cases, and collect test results.

5.3 Functional Interference Bug Detection

The system call identification is implemented using Syzlang — Syzkaller’s system call description framework. Krt allows users to describe a file descriptor using a Syzlang resource identifier, which uniquely represents the file descriptor type (e.g., UNIX socket has a resource identifier sock_unix). As Syzlang only assigns unique resource identifiers to a limited of kernel file descriptors, Krt can also select system calls based on user-provided seed system calls. For instance, if the user highlights a seed system call in the program (e.g., open("/proc/net/*",...)), Krt will automatically select any system call that has explicit data dependency on the seed system call.

We create a specification that describes the system calls that access resources protected by namespaces. The process is relatively simple since most of the kernel resources we tested can be specified by describing the file descriptor type with Syzlang resource identifiers. The system call signature checker function can be easily written since most of them simply check the system call name and require less than 30 lines of code. In total, we wrote 17 system call checker functions and 57 file descriptor types, in roughly 3 person-hours. The resources we selected span the PID, mount, net, IPC, and user namespaces, and involve the bulk of the namespace system.

6 EVALUATION

**Experimental setup.** We ran all evaluation experiments on machines with an AMD EPYC 7402P CPU, 128 GB of memory, and Ubuntu 22.04. We generated test cases using a program corpus created by Syzkaller, consisting of 98853 test programs, and we applied Krt to the stable Linux kernel 5.13 release to find new bugs.

6.1 Finding Functional Interference Bugs

In total, Krt found 9 functional interference bugs in Linux 5.13. To save developers’ time, we reported 7 bugs, which, to our best knowledge, were not documented in existing records. 6 of them were confirmed and 3 were fixed already as of this writing, with 2 patches merged into the mainline kernel. Among the harmful functional interference bugs, 4 of the bugs found by Krt cause information leakage and 3 others cause denial of service. Both of these classes can affect the security of containers. Given that containers have been massively deployed and thus namespace code is extensively exercised and scrutinized [40], we believe this demonstrates the effectiveness of Krt.

During our interactions with developers, we found that some bugs were caused by incomplete support for namespace instead of incorrect checks. For instance, the namespace support for the RDS socket was stopped halfway and the incomplete implementation causes the bug #3. Bug #6 shares the same property. In the discussion on SCTP namespace support patch, the kernel developer admitted that SCTP assoc_id “ought to be” per net namespace, but the bug is not fixed due to the high amount of implementation effort.

**Case Study: Bug #1.** As discussed in §2.2, this bug allowed a user to read the dump of the packet_type structure in other net namespaces via /proc/net/ptype. The sender program, which creates a packet socket, interferes with the /proc/net/ptype content in the other container. Our analysis indicates that this bug is due to the mishandling of the packet_type structure in the kernel function.

```
static int ptype_seq_show(...) {
    ...
    else if (pt->dev == NULL ||  
        dev_net(pt->dev) == seq_file_net(seq)) {  
        if (pt->type == htons(ETH_P_ALL))
            seq_puts(seq, "ALL ");
        else
            seq_printf(seq, "%04x", ntohs(pt->type));
        ...
    }
    ...
}
```

Figure 4: Code snippet of Bug #1.
Once an exclusive flow label is registered in the kernel, the kernel will use a more strict yet expensive flow label management model. The process must register the desired flow label before usage, otherwise the data transmission and connection will be rejected.

During testing, KIt found a functional interference bug because the flow label management model was not originally implemented with the namespace isolation in mind, i.e., registering an exclusive flow label should only change the flow label management model in its namespace instance, not others. However, this bug allows a sender container to enable the strict and expensive flow label management for all net namespace instances, by registering one exclusive flow label. Thus, a sender container can decrease the performance of other receiver containers that use the IPv6 flow label, such as QUIC [63], a connectionless networking protocol that multiplexes flows [22]. More importantly, this bug breaks the property that each net namespace has its own flow label namespace, where flow collisions across containers are not possible. Hence, developers might implement the container application without handling the strict flow label management model, assuming that the net namespace will isolate the flow label management models between different net namespace instances. In this case, an attacker could cause a denial-of-service to these containers by registering colliding exclusive flow labels. We reported this bug to the kernel developers, who submitted a patch in two days.

The root cause of this bug is that the state of the flow label management model, ipv6_flowlabel_exclusive, is not per net namespace (Figure 5). Note that this variable is implemented with a jump label optimization, where the jump is implemented by code patching instead of making a normal memory access. This optimization prevents our profiling-based data flow analysis from predicting the inter-container data flow over this variable, as it is not instrumented. However, our random test case generation triggered this bug. Resetting the CONFIG_JUMP_LABEL when compiling the kernel will disable this optimization and allows KIt to identify this bug with the data flow analysis. Furthermore, a more comprehensive data flow instrumentation could add support for these cases.

6.2 Detecting Known Isolation Bugs

We evaluated KIt’s effectiveness at detecting known Linux namespace isolation bugs. To collect bugs, we searched through the Linux git commit log and the CVE vulnerability list [20]. We chose silent bugs that are caused by logic errors (i.e., bugs that do not crash or hang the kernel), which are the hardest-to-find by users and
We further analyzed the effectiveness of different test case generation and clustering strategies. The main focus of Krr is to help users efficiently diagnose bug reports, and Krr is able to reproduce 5 of them (Table 3), showing its effectiveness in detecting severe functional interference bugs. The reproduced bugs were found in different namespaces, including the net, mount, and PID namespaces. Moreover, some of them have been shown to introduce security vulnerabilities. For instance, bug D allows directly changing the global `nf_contrack` syscall parameter from any net namespace created by privileged users, which can cause a denial of service; while bug E allows a user in a mount namespace to escape to the host mount points. Both bug D and E have assigned security advisory reports (CVEs).

Additionally, we found that 2 known Linux namespace isolation bugs can not be detected by functional interference testing. For instance, one bug [81] causes functional interference over a kernel resource that has non-deterministic system call results even without any functional interference, so this bug is ignored by Krr. Another bug [77] requires the receiver test program to know the exact resource ID created by the sender program during runtime, which is not supported by our functional interference testing approach. Although it would be desirable to support such bugs, exploiting them is typically more difficult because attackers cannot deterministically retrieve information from the receiver in one shot, so they are typically less serious.

### 6.3 Test Case Generation

We further analyzed the effectiveness of different test case generation approaches. We define effectiveness as the ability to discover new functional interference bug cases. To see how the inter-container data flow analysis improves test case generation we implement a random test case generation (RAND) as a baseline approach for comparison. This approach randomly chooses the sender and receiver program from the input corpus to build one test case. Furthermore, we compared two test case clustering strategies that are applied upon inter-container data flows to improve test case effectiveness, instruction address (DF-IA), and the calling stack (DF-ST).

Table 3: Known Linux namespace bugs reproduced by functional interference testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Container S (C₀) action</th>
<th>Container R (C₉) action</th>
<th>Syscall trace diff</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>NS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A  [68]</td>
<td>Change prio w/ PRIO_USER</td>
<td>Read current process prio</td>
<td>prio changes</td>
<td>prio</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>pid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C  [75]</td>
<td>Setup ip_vs</td>
<td>Read /proc/net/ip_vs</td>
<td>Read_ip_vs info from C₉</td>
<td>ip_vs</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D  [19]</td>
<td>Set nf_contrack_max</td>
<td>Read nf_contrack_max</td>
<td>nf_contrack_max changes</td>
<td>nf_contrack</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E  [18]</td>
<td>(Host) Create files in /tmp</td>
<td>Read unmounted /tmp via io_uring</td>
<td>Observe newly created files</td>
<td>mount</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>mnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Evaluation of different test case generation and clustering strategies. Krr skips redundant test cases across clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Test cases (M)</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-IA</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>9/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-ST-1</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>9/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-ST-2</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>9/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>5/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>234.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Test report filtering effectiveness. “After non-det + resource filtering” represents the final number of filtered reports before aggregation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tests executed</td>
<td>1,132,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial reports</td>
<td>15,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After non-det filtering</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After non-det + resource filtering</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Test report aggregation results. Results include the false positives (FP) and cases still under investigation (UI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filtered reports</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGG-RS groups</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGG-R groups</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 4, DF-IA, DF-ST-1, and DF-ST-2 are equally effective, as they can detect all new functional interference bugs after exercising all clusters. Furthermore, they significantly distill the number of test cases generated based on data flow analysis (DF). However, RAND is much less effective as it only discovers bugs #1, #2, #5, #7, and #9. This shows the effectiveness of Krr data flow based test case generation.

### 6.4 Distilling Test Reports

To understand how Krr helps users efficiently diagnose bug reports, we evaluated how Krr filters out false positive reports and then aggregates reports by the same functional interference. The bug reports used in this section were gathered from the DF-IA test case generation strategy, which is representative of the other strategies as well.

Filter test reports. Table 5 shows how Krr filtered the false positive test reports with non-deterministic result identification (§4.3.2) and by identifying system calls that access protected resources (§4.3.1). Recall that Krr first filters non-deterministic candidate...
reports where the functional interference is not reproducible, and then it filters reports where the functional interference happens over resources not protected by namespaces.

In total, the two filtering methods removed 14,545 false positive reports from 15,353 test report candidates, showing Krt can significantly reduce the manual efforts for investigating by identifying false positive reports automatically. The non-deterministic filter was more effective than the protected resource filter. We believe that this is caused by Krt’s test case generation algorithm (§4.1.2). It ensures that the receiver program always contains at least one system call that accesses resources protected by namespace. Thus, fewer system calls that do not access protected resources are exercised, which leads to fewer false positives.

**Aggregate test reports.** Recall that Krt uses two report aggregation strategies to simplify analysis: AGG-R, which aggregates reports with the same receiver system call, and AGG-RS, which aggregates reports with the same sender and receiver system call pair. Table 6 includes the number of AGG-R and AGG-RS groups that contain the test cases triggering the functional interference for each bug found. We also counted the number AGG-R and AGG-R groups that contain false positives (FP) reports or reports under investigation (UI). As shown in the Table 6, the total number of AGG-R and AGG-RS groups is much smaller than the total number of test reports, and most bugs only involved a couple of clusters, which significantly simplifies the analysis.

Test report aggregation greatly reduced the analysis time of redundant test reports. In total, we spent around 30 person-hours on diagnosing the reports. In particular, we spent approximately 20 person-hours on diagnosing test reports of functional interference bugs in Table 2 and 10 person-hours on the remaining test reports. Diagnosing a test report is inevitably time-consuming, as it involves correctly understanding the the semantics of implementation namespace, diagnosing the root bug causes, analyzing past kernel mailing and commit history, and writing patches. As an AGG-RS group aggregates test reports that trigger the same functional interference, we only need to examine one test report from an AGG-RS group. For instance, Krt generated 684 test reports that triggered bug #7, but it was able to aggregate similar reports together and only output 13 AGG-RS groups, therefore we only need to analyze 13 test reports.

**False positives.** We identified 4 AGG-R and 19 AGG-RS groups as false positives (61 test reports). We observed that all these cases were caused by incomplete test report filtering, where tested resources are not protected by namespaces. For instance, 11 AGG-RS (46 test reports) groups involve functional interference in the minor device number of proc’s, ram’s, and others, which is returned by the stat and fstat system calls. These are false positives because the minor device number is not protected by namespaces.

Handling false positive test reports with report aggregation is relatively easy. Once the user confirms one false positive test report, the entire AGG-RS group it belongs to can be dropped to avoid other similar false positive reports. Users can even drop the entire AGG-R group to exclude all test reports where the functional interference happens on the same receiver system call. For instance, we dropped an AGG-R group containing 14 test reports, where the interfered receiver system call reads /proc/crypto, which is not protected by namespaces.

### 6.5 Performance

**Test case generation.** Krt executes each test program four times to get the system call trace and kernel memory trace when running it in the sender and receiver containers. Krt executes each test program twice in both the sender and receiver container. In one execution Krt collects the system call trace and in another execution it collects the execution trace, which includes information about call stacks and kernel memory accesses of the kernel thread. Two trace collections have to run separately as collecting execution traces since using instrumentation may affect the system call trace. For instance, executing the instrumentation code slows down the performance and may cause a timeout error for some system calls. Krt takes less than 9 hours to profile the entire corpus on a single server. This is significantly faster than other approaches to profile memory accesses. For instance, Snowboard takes 80 hours to profile 129,876 test programs with 10 machines running in parallel [37]. Two factors contribute to this high profiling performance: (1) Krt leverages compiler instrumentation to collect memory access traces and efficiently profiles test program by taking advantage of hardware virtualization (e.g., running with kvm enabled) instead of collecting memory accesses through software emulation; (2) Instead of profiling every kernel memory access, Krt avoids instrumenting the kernel memory accesses that are irrelevant to namespace isolation. Krt analyzes memory traces and generates test case clusters in a single machine within 30 minutes.

**Test case execution.** By spawning 110 VMs in total, across 4 servers, this optimization allows Krt to achieve 31.3 test case executions per second. In total, Krt executed 1.13M test cases within 10 hours. The performance of Krt could further benefit from existing fast snapshot mechanisms, such as on-demand-fork [83] and others [64, 66].

### 7 DISCUSSION

**Initial test programs.** Krt relies on external kernel testing tools (e.g., Syzkaller) to generate the initial kernel test programs. Undoubtedly, the quality of these test programs is crucial for finding functional interference bugs. For instance, if triggering a certain functional interference bug requires a data flow over a kernel shared variable, but all initial test programs either do not write to or write the original value (i.e., a write that does not change the state) to this kernel shared variable, then Krt cannot detect this functional interference bug. Hence, we expect that Krt’s effectiveness will improve with the future advances in the thriving field of feedback fuzzers.

**Applications to other isolation mechanisms.** Although we focus on container bugs due to their popularity and security impact, Krt could be applied to test other isolation mechanisms, such as hypervisor and TEE-based approaches [1, 8, 30, 39, 67, 84]. By design, Krt is able to detect functional interference bugs for all types of Linux namespaces bugs, even though all bugs found by Krt are in the network namespace, possibly due to the complexity
of this particular subsystem and the focus of Syzkaller test program generation.

**Bug detection.** Functional interference testing ignores non-deterministic resources during trace divergence analysis. One drawback of this design is that Kit cannot efficiently test the time namespace since the protected resources (e.g., systems clock) are non-deterministic. A possible solution is to learn the valid bounds of resource values, caused by non-determinism, through dynamic profiling and detecting inter-container resource interference by identifying bound violations. A similar approach has been formalized in prior work [10], which detects timing side-channels. Plus, the current implementation does not support detecting bugs that only expose under complex kernel thread interleavings. However, our study on known functional interference bugs indicates that most bugs can be exposed or even exploited without concurrency. In addition, Kit can be combined with concurrency testing tools [2, 28, 29, 37, 43, 78] to detect concurrency functional interference bugs. We leave this as future work.

**False positives.** Kit filters system calls that do not access protected resources to reduce false positives. Nevertheless, given the complex system call interface, some system calls that access protected resources may contain states of the resources that are not protected, which could result in false positive. With the test report aggregation (§4.4), Kit reduces the users’ effort spent on analyzing redundant false positive functional interference bug reports. Furthermore, we believe a detailed documentation of kernel resource isolation could better assist users to identify and diagnose these cases.

### 8 RELATED WORK

**OS-level virtualization testing.** Dynamic testing approaches [7, 29, 30, 35, 37, 38, 41, 44, 50, 62, 65, 72] have been proposed to discover general crashes, memory bugs, concurrency bugs, and hypervisor bugs in kernels. However, few work targets functional interference bugs in OS-level virtualization implementation. Kernel regression testing [3, 23, 51] relies on test cases written by kernel developers to test OS-level virtualization, but these test cases mainly focus on exercising well-known patterns of functional interference bugs rather than finding new ones. There is a few prior work that look at testing OS-level virtualization. For instance, a recent work [79] proposes a static analysis framework to discover resource exhaustion bugs in OS-level virtualization. Another work [33] uses static analysis to identify permission check errors in Linux user namespace. Nevertheless, none of them targets general resource isolation bugs as Kit does for Linux namespaces.

**OS-level virtualization security.** One line of work in OS-level virtualization security focuses on the security of container runtime and orchestration tool-chains [6, 12, 70, 74, 80]. For instance, one work [74] studies the security implications for using container images in the production cloud. Kit is more related to another line of work which focuses on the security of resource isolation and access control mechanisms provided by the kernel. For example, Gao et al. [34] explored using out-of-band workloads to escape the control group resource limit. Lin et al. [54] studied existing attacks against Linux security mechanisms and proposed defense solutions.

CNTR [76] reduces container attack surface by reducing the container image size without compromising functionality. Baston [60] hardened Linux container network stacks via restricted visibility and network traffic isolation. Sun et al. [73] proposed the security namespace to enable autonomous security policy configurations for containers. SCONE [4] is a container with Intel SGX support to encrypt I/O data. X-Containers [69] leverages the exokernel and libOS [24] to enforce the inter-container resource isolation with small attack surfaces.

**Kernel data flow analysis.** Identifying possible container interference requires data flow analysis on the kernel. Recent work in this domain can be divided into two categories. One category, such as Krace [78], uses static analysis (e.g., points-to analysis) to identify potential data races. By contrast, Krace [78] and Snowboard [37] rely on dynamic executions. Krace [78] executes many random kernel test inputs and monitors data flows by instrumenting every shared kernel memory access. Snowboard takes a set of system call sequences as inputs and dynamically profiles the shared memory access triggered by each sequence. Then it identifies overlapped shared memory accesses between two sequence profiles as possible data flows. Kit adopts a data flow analysis framework that is similar to Snowboard, but introduces new test case clustering strategies and leverages compiler instrumentation to efficiently profile kernel memory accesses.

**Non-interference.** Non-interference has been used in OS verification [26, 53, 58, 71] and model checking [25] to prove information flow security for critical kernel subsystems. Li et al. [53] proved non-interference for a retrofitted Linux KVM hypervisor that ensures the confidentiality and integrity of VM data. Although verification can provide strong correctness guarantees, it struggles to scale to large and complex systems, such as Linux, and still relies on assumptions that need to be tested [31]. Hence, some prior testing frameworks [10, 61] check non-interference for bug detection, but mainly focus on discovering side-channel vulnerabilities in user-space software. Kit focuses instead on testing the isolation of OS-level virtualization.

### 9 CONCLUSION

This work introduces Kit, a framework to find functional interference bugs. Kit uses a general method, functional interference testing, that tackles two major challenges in finding functional interference bugs. First, to generate effective test cases that can trigger functional interference. Kit uses a dynamic data flow analysis to identify possible inter-container data flows in the test case and prioritize test cases that exercise unique and untested functional interference. Second, Kit automatically identifies classes of false-positive functional interference that are caused by kernel non-determinism and namespace-irrelevant execution so that Kit can accurately report functional interference bugs. Kit has found 9 new functional interference bugs and many of them have serious impacts on container security. Additionally, Kit can detect many known severe functional interference bugs, showing its effectiveness in detecting functional interference bugs.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

Kit is a dynamic testing tool to systematically discover functional interference bug in OS-level virtualization. Currently, the Kit artifact supports testing Linux namespaces.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

- **Program**: kit-artifact
- **Compilation**: gcc, g++, go, and a customized gcc; could be installed via the script provided.
- **Data set**: A test program corpus generated by Syzkaller; could be downloaded via the script provided.
- **Run-time environment**: Linux systems; root access required.
- **Hardware**: x86-64 CPU; 128G memory
- **Output**: Bug reports.
- **Experiments**: Find the new functional interference bugs; Reproduce the known functional interference bugs.
- **How much disk space required (approximately)**: 256G
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)**: 1 hour
- **How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)**: 1 day
- **Publicly available?**: Yes
- **Code licenses (if publicly available)**: GPL-3.0 license.
- **Data licenses (if publicly available)**: GPL-3.0 license.
- **Archived (provide DOI)**: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7223174

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to access. The source code of this artifact is available at GitHub: https://github.com/rssys/kit-artifact

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. The artifact evaluation requires a machine with x86-64 CPU, 128G memory, and 256G storage.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. The artifact evaluation requires Linux systems with QEMU and KVM support and root access. Some optional experiments require Docker.

A.3.4 Data sets. The artifact will generate the test cases using a test program corpus generated by Syzkaller as input. The dataset can be downloaded via the script provided in the artifact.

A.4 Installation

Please see the README.md file in https://github.com/rssys/kit-artifact. First, install dependencies required to build Kit. Next, follow the instructions to run a script, which will (1) install the go compiler; (2) patch the Syzkaller code used by the artifact; (3) build the whole artifact, which includes the main testing framework, Syzkaller, a system call trace decoding library, and a customized gcc compiler.

Run a script to set up the environment to find new functional interference bugs, which will (1) build the instrumented Linux kernel, (2) build a VM image, and (3) download a Syzkaller test program corpus. Run another script to setup the environment to reproduce known functional interference bugs, which will download the pre-built old kernel and VM images to test.

A.5 Evaluation and expected results

The artifact evaluation will cover the following aspects that serve as the key results of this paper: (1) discovering 9 functional interference bugs with DF-IA test case generation strategy (Table 2, Table 4); (2) effectiveness of test report filtering (Table 5); (3) statistics on test report aggregation (Table 6); (4) reproducing known functional interference bugs (Table 3). The artifact provides several scripts to automatically run the whole pipeline and generate the results. For more details regarding the evaluation, please read the README.md file in https://github.com/rssys/kit-artifact. Due to differences in test settings or randomness, there might be slight differences between the results in the paper and those from the artifact evaluation.
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